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 SKVALEX. SKVALEX first and foremost application is a new innovative tool which is capable of capturing whatever is on the
display. It's a utility that can be used to capture and save screenshots. It can be a very useful thing when ever you want to capture
any information, video or any other bit of information on the screen. Using this app you can capture screenshots of your screen

and also can save any video or other bit of information for future use. It's amazing app which can be really helpful for the
people for which their computer has been in some kind of a trouble and they have no idea how to fix it. It is always possible that

a person may lose his/her data or maybe their screen becomes completely damaged. So they don't have any option but to get
their computer repaired. If you are such a person who has been recently facing such an issue, you must know that the next thing
that you need to do is to locate a reliable tool and that is the reason why SKVALEX is the right tool for you. SKVALEX is an

alternative to SKVLCRACK (a clone of SKVLCRACK). If you are using SKVLCRACK, you can give a try to SKVALEX. The
basic difference between both the tools is that SKVALEX is much advanced. As said earlier it is a screenshot capturing tool but
it can capture everything that is on the screen, which is not limited to the screen only. The app can capture live videos and can

save that in a video file. It can save text files in a text file and it can also save that to an excel sheet. It can also save images. Let's
talk about some of the main features of this tool which will help you to know more about the application. SKVALEX: Main
Features Capture and Save Screenshots of Your Display Capture Full Screen Video Capture Images from any Display Save

Images as JPG, PNG and BMP Save Video as AVI and MP4 Record audio from any microphone Save audio as MP3 Record
any text and save as PDF Save as CSV (Comma separated Value) Captures Screen Captures Take Photos with various filters and

save it Take Live Video Save Screen Capture Capture Images Record Audio Save Audio Save Images 82157476af
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